
                    J A,s      List of some of the tabs created for ukulele ( hi G  and  lo  G )

               Most are complete, and with backing tracks ( some in stereo )
               Please ask if you want any.
               Unfinished ones can be completed.
               Any suggestions for tabs/backing tracks in most formats can be generated, just ask, will give it a go.        

     Shadows style tabs:--  Shadows medley #1 ( 6 well known hits )
                                                 “           “       #2 ( 3              “            )
                                         Perfidia
                                         Mozart 40
                                         Ghost riders in the sky (disc version)
                                         The breeze and I
                                         Classical Gas
                                         Dance on
                                         Theme for youg lovers
                                         Guitar (ukulele) tango
                                         There are others, but not all sit within the range of the ukulele.
                                         Suggestions welcome.
          Other tabs, in no particular order.
          Some are tabbed  with Power Tab Editor,   a free prog. Safe to use, will playback tab.
          Some are tabbed  with Guitar Pro 5, a prog I now prefer and use for everything including lap steel.
          Can change key, show tab or notation, or both, import Power Tab Editor and other formats, set no. of bars
          per page, playback tab/notation etc., etc.,
          Latest versio of Guitar pro will cost approx, £80.00!!!
          Previous version GP5 is now free and legal to download. I have the activation code to install, again free/legal,
          it does everything I require and more. Just ask if code required. The ability to read music is an adavantage, but
          if not it is a great learning tool. Just having one or both installed on you device will allow you to play the tabs.GP5 in particular,
          which will allow you to to edit more than PTE.
                          Bluegrass style medley
                          Hava Nagila
                          Wheels medley
                          Glen Miller medley
                          Diamonds
                          Jesu love of mans desireing
                          Little things mean a lot
                          Sultans of swing
                          Surfing ukues
                          Telstar
                          The Entertainer
                          Tico Tico
                          Hornpipe medley
                          40 miles of bad road
                          Bright eyes medley
                          Never on sunday medley
                          12 street rag
                          Autumn leaves
                          Black mountain rag
                          Brazil
                          Chopin medley
                          Dambusters march
                          El Cumbanchero
                          Fur Elise
                          Here comes the sun
                          Maria Elena
                          Rondo
                          Spanish gypsy dance
                          Wind beneath my wings
                          Albatross
 Joe Brown Guitar instrumentals (from early 1960,s  LP,s ) can be founf on youtube
                          Hebrew Folk Dance
                          Hercules Unchained
                          The Spanish Bit
                          The Italian Bit
                          Tarrantella
    I have transcribed the tab from Joe Browns album of guitar solos, original 1962ish edition.             

    Similar list for C6  6 string  Lap steel guitar.




